
SHINY KNIFE MK.5 QUICK GUIDE

Thank you for purchasing a shiny knife!  Here are a few things you should know:

Operation:
1) Squeeze the trigger to momentarily activate lights, push forward to lock.
2) Knife angle is key to smooth sheathing: avoid tip digging into sheath.

Battery Swap:
1) Use a 2mm hex wrench to remove the three M4 x 10 screws.
2) Pull the blade away from the trigger and out of the handle.
3) Separate handle: The side of the handle with only one screw is retained by the clip

near the LEDs.  Tilt the handle out from under this clip.  Some wiggling is required.
4) Replace the CR2032 battery.  You may need something thin to help it out.
5) Reverse the above steps, starting with inserting the handle back under the clip.
6) Reinsert blade.  Pinch handle tightly and replace screws.  Do not over tighten.

Sheath Belt Clip Reversal (A video is found on my site under Info/Shiny Knife Manual)
1) Use a #1 Phillips screwdriver

to remove the two screws
near the belt clip.

2) GENTLY separate the cover
section from the frame
section. You don’t want the
cover to move any more
than necessary.  It needs to
be pushed down just enough
to clear the belt clip, then it
can slide forward.

3) Push the belt clip down and out of the main frame.
4) Switch the direction of the clip and reinsert it into the frame.  There is a tab at the

top of the clip that needs to slot into the frame.  You can also leave the belt clip out
entirely if you want to use the anchor holes instead.

5) Reassemble the sheath.

I hope you enjoy this prop.  It’s fun to swing around in the dark, but be safe and
responsible with it.  It’s still pointy and looks like a weapon, especially sheathed.

I’m always working on new sci-fi gear!  If you like this kind of stu�, follow @starside_armory
on Instagram for updates.  Thanks again for your support, it means everything to me.

See you starside,


